
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE@2021.04.11 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 12:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KAILENE could be tough to beat if ready for Greyville and the right-handed turn. Her 
Western Cape form is decent and her rider lost his crop at a crucial stage in a feature race last time. She 
is bred for this longer distance. Stablemate FEDERICA should also enjoy this trip after showing potential 
in her debut over a sprint distance. She may also enjoy the switch to turf. MISS JACQUELINE has the 
best of the draws again and can improve on her run over this track and trip. BAY OF DREAMS, GLOBAL 
SECRET, SEA CRUISE and BLINDLOVE all have room for improvement. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Kailene, #6 Federica, #1 Miss Jacqueline, #8 Bay Of Dreams 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 13:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: FINAL DESTINY relished the longer distance last time, finishing a good second. The 
form line has worked out well with the winner coming out to win a handicap in good style recently. He was 
well supported last time and from the best of the draws can reward followers. Juvenile WEST POINT is an 
interesting entry. He showed good potential on debut and if not minding mixing it with his elders could 
challenge for the win. CLETO ran a much better race over this track and trip last time. He could build on 
that. TJOKLIT, PURPLE DOMINANCE and GOTITALL have shown but need to produce more to win it. 
Luckless MONTANA SKY would be deserving. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Final Destiny, #8 West Point, #6 Cleto, #10 Montana Sky 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R78.000, 13:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: WILD COAST is back. The well-bred colt won the KwaZulu-Natal Guineas over this 
track and trip but seems to have had issues since. He could be ready to give of his best again according 
to the trainer comment. SEVENTH GEAR was well beaten in the Guineas but has realised his true 
potential since and run some really good races. He looks a big threat but both are returning after layoffs 
and are prepping for bigger events. CAPTAIN WHO was eye catching on local debut and this beautifully 
bred horse could show more. SHARE HOLDER was unlucky in his penultimate and a bit better than his 
last run over a bit further. Expect better this trip. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Wild Coast, #1 Seventh Gear, #3 Captain Who, #6 Share Holder 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R80.000, 14:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RAIN WEAR got going a bit late on the poly last time but confirmed good improvement. 
If not minding the switch to turf she could make amends. EMERALD ISLA is consistent and has run well 
on poly and turf. She can be a tough ride and her jockey has his work cut out from a tough barrier. HIGH 
BORN could be anything. She debuted well in a sprint on the poly but on pedigree should relish this 
longer distance. Another top rider has been booked for her. HIROSHIMA wasn't disgraced on the poly 
and may show even more with blinkers fitted. More with earning potential. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Rain Wear, #13 Emerald Isla, #9 High Born, #6 Hiroshima 
 
 
 
 
 



Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R80.000, 15:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: LHASA STAR was eye catching in her Greyville debut. She improved on her first local 
start at Scottsville and should not go backwards. WHAT A SPLASH finished ahead of her in that 
Scottsville race and has drawn a lot better than LHASA STAR so is the obvious danger. But she will need 
to improve on her Greyville debut where she looked to have every chance. HELLO TOMORROW finished 
second in that race, only beaten a neck. She needs to be taken seriously. LEOPARD LADY and SUPER 
LEILA look to have something to come and may upstage their more experienced counterparts. Follow any 
betting moves closely. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Lhasa Star, #1 What A Splash, #2 Hello Tomorrow, #6 Leopard Lady 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1900m, Turf, R80.000, 15:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SACRED IBIS has been knocking at the door in stronger races and could get rewarded 
in this lower division affair. But she has to overcome a wide draw. MISSION BEACH has run gallant races 
on the poly is even better on turf. She is back on the grass and could challenge for the win. RISE has had 
things go wrong in her last two which was in stronger. She has the best of the barriers and could prove 
dangerous. GOLDEN DUCK hasn't been far back in her last two and perhaps the switch to turf could see 
her prove more effective. WINTERTIME needed her last race and rates the dark horse. More can upset. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Wintertime, #11 Sacred Ibis, #6 Mission Beach, #1 Rise 
 
Greyville, 11.04.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 16:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: FIFTYSHADESDARKER looks handily weighted with just 54kg. She has maintained 
high-class form throughout and having matured should relish this distance. PURPLE MOON'S UP has 
more to come. She got going late last time and must be looking for the longer distance. She is bred for 
even further than this. POINT OF SALE and LOVE BOMB both have bags of class, but as a result carry 
big weights. They are also prepping for big races but need to be respected. STATE OF MIND won a 
hard-fought race last time and meets better, but she is super fit and could rise to the occasion. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Fiftyshadesdarker, #6 Purple Moon's Up, #9 Point Of Sale, #11 Love Bomb 
 
Best Win: #4 KAlLENE                              
Best Value Bet: #2 WINTERTIME                           
Best Longshot: #2 WINTERTIME                           


